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The " inventions" were not Leicester's but the libeller's.
This " Copic of a Lcter " purports to represent a talk between " worshipful and
grave men " eager for the welfare of the Realm. " The blessed reigne of her
Majesty" and "our most gratious soveraigne" are phrases not seen at the outset
as sarcastically intended, as there is affectation of solicitude for Queen Elizabeth.
"... there are three notable differences of religion in the Land, the two extremities whereof
are the Papist and the Puritan, and the religious Protestant obtaining the meane: this fellow
being of neither, ma\eth his gain of all: and as hee see^eth a Kingdom by the one extreame,
and spoil by the other, so hee useth the authority of the third to compasse the first two, and
the countermine of each one to the overthrow of all three,"
So says the " lawyer "; whereon the " scholar " exclaims " you meane my Lord
of Leicester."
He is then held up as more wicked and dangerous than " all the wicl^ednesse
of England besides" and as "the bane and jatall destiny of our State";'the
destroyer of " true religion " and " the greatest enemy that the land doth nourish!'
He is " hateful to God and men'' for he plots to dispose " as hee list both of Prince,
Crowne, Realme and Religion."
"... nooseled in treason from his infancy, descended of a tribe of traytors, and fleshed
in conspiracy against the Royall bloud of King Henries children in his tender yeares; and
exercised ever since in drifts against the same: . . . a man so well \nown to beare secret
malice against her Majesty, . . . and most deadly rancour against the best and wisest
Councellours of her Highness:" etcetera.
His brother-in-law Henry Hastings, Earl of Huntingdon, is described as
another heretical plotter to obtain the Crown on the strength of descent from
George Duke of Clarence.
Leicester is represented as Huntingdon's false friend, who affects to help in
order to betray him.
But the correspondence of Huntingdon with Leicester, up to the end of
Leicester's life, (as we shall see,) amply shows the steadfast confidence and harmony
between them.
That Leicester's brother Ambrose, Earl of Warwick was Master General of the
Ordnance, was put forward by the libeller as imperilling the realm; in that the
armour, guns, weapons, powder and shot, were under control of Leicester.
Elizabeth's "sweet" innocence and "gratious" weakness open the door to her
destruction. Likened to Richard II, Edward II, and other Monarchs overthrown by
unworthy favourites, she is warned that her deposition and death are the goal of
Leicester's secret dealings even while he is boasting of her amorous favours!
Let us contrast with the pamphleteer's style and matter what Leicester himself
wrote about " the Queen's most excellent Majesty," words never printed till now:

